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Abstract
Objective
To study, in a sample of French Family Practitioners (FPs), beliefs and attitudes toward depression and how they vary according to
training received in mental health.
Methods
The Depression Attitude Questionnaire (DAQ) was completed by 468 FPs from all regions of France, recruited by pharmaceutical
company representatives to attend focus groups on the management of depression in general practice.
Results
A three factor model was derived from the DAQ, accounting for 37.7% of the total variance. The correlations between individual
items of each component varied from 0.4 to 0.65 with an overall internal consistency of 0.47 (Cronbach ’s alpha). FPs had an overall
neutral position on component 1, professional ease, a positive view on the origins of depression and its amenability to change
(component 2), and a belief in the necessity of medication and the benefit of antidepressant therapy (component 3). Training in mental
health, specifically through continuing medical education and postgraduate psychiatric hospital training, was significantly and
positively associated with both professional ease and a medication approach to treating depression.
Conclusion
this study is the first description of the beliefs and attitudes of French FPs towards depression using a standardized measure, the
DAQ, despite the instrument’s limited psychometric properties. It shows the positive effect of training in mental health on attitudes
towards depression.
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Introduction
The attitudes and beliefs of health professionals are of prime importance to the consultation process and outcome [1 ,2 ], and influence
their ability to recognise symptoms, make diagnoses and offer adequate treatment for common mental disorders [3 –6 ]. They are closely
interlinked with various patient and practice factors, such as patients’ beliefs and explanatory models of illness [7 ,8 ], symptom
presentation and somatisation [9 –12 ], which facilitate or impede recognition and management of disorders.
There are few instruments available to measure clinicians’ attitudes to depression and its management [5 ,13 ]. The most widely used
measure, the Depression Attitude Questionnaire (DAQ) [14 ], is a self-report scale for investigating attitudes to depression comprising 20
items scored on a 10 cm visual analogue scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ (0 cm) to ‘strongly agree’ (10 cm). Four main attitudinal
components were initially identified by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in a sample of 72 British FPs: professional unease in dealing
with depressed patients; the belief that depressive symptoms are inevitable; recognition of depression as a clinical disorder and attitudes
towards treatment. There is doubt however as to the validity of these attitudinal components in other primary care organisations [15 ].
Subsequent studies have used the DAQ in general practice and other settings to describe clinician’s attitudes. Kerr et al. compared attitudes
to depression of psychiatrists and FPs and found FPs to show less professional ease than psychiatrists [16 ]. In a comparison of British and
Brazilian FPs, Brazilian FPs differed from British FPs in considering care for depressed patients less rewarding and patients in need of
antidepressant medication to be better off with a psychiatrist [17 ]. The DAQ has been used successfully as a measure of change to assess
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the effectiveness of teaching FPs skills in cognitive behaviour therapy [18 ], to predict clinical behaviour [19 ,20 ] and to assess attitudes in
nursing staff [15 ,21 –24 ]. Ross et al. using a modified version of the DAQ found that FPs with a pessimistic view of depression were less
willing to be actively involved in its treatment [20 ].
Regarding the effect of mental health training on FPs’ attitudes, Richards et al. found that completing mental health training in the past
5 years was related to positive attitudes towards depression and more specifically to the DAQ dimensions of ‘FP helplessness’ and ‘FP
effort’ in assisting depressed patients [5 ]. No association was found for postgraduate mental health qualifications. More recently, it has
been shown that FPs with more complex psychosocial explanations of common mental disorders had greater interest, more training in
mental health and more positive attitudes to depression [25 ], , using a composite of the four DAQ components identified by Botega et al. [
14 ].
In France, research in primary care mental health is relatively recent and data are scarce on the detection and management of
depression in this setting [26 ,27 ]. Yet, the organisation of French general practice differs substantially from that of other European
countries with FPs working mainly alone, with no ancillary staff. There is limited collaboration with specialised mental health services and
rapid referral of patients for specialised care or obtaining advice from specialists is thus difficult [28 ,29 ]. Postgraduate training of FPs in
psychiatry is limited, with no compulsory clinical training. There is no compulsory continuing medical education training in mental health
either [30 ]. The aim of this study is to describe the beliefs and attitudes of French FPs towards depression and investigate how these vary
according to FP characteristics. A secondary aim is to evaluate the psychometric properties of the DAQ in this sample and compare the
scales derived with those obtained elsewhere, in particular the DAQ validation study [17 ].

Methods
Sample
In 2006, approximately 5000 FPs from all over France were contacted via regional representatives of a pharmaceutical company to
participate in focus groups to discuss the recognition and management of depression in their daily practice. There were no specific
inclusion or exclusion criteria. The focus groups were organised by Lundbeck in collaboration with the Institut de Recherche en M édecine
Générale (IRMG), an association of French FPs engaged in research. The pharmaceutical company sponsored the meetings but did not
participate or listen to the discussions. Prior to the meeting the FPs were asked to complete the DAQ.
Questionnaire
FPs completed anonymously the DAQ along with a brief questionnaire eliciting their socio-demographic and practice characteristics,
the year when they obtained their medical thesis, training in mental health, the type of training received and the need for future training.
For the type of training received, FPs could tick any of the following: CME seminar (2 days); CME evening; hospital training in psychiatry
as a FP trainee; belonging to a Balint group; personal training (in or through psychotherapy or psychoanalysis).
The DAQ had been translated and back-translated by independent bilingual researchers at Inserm Unit 1061 and piloted in a prior
study with 46 FPs based in Montpellier (results not published). One item (12) however was not directly transferrable to French general
practice: as there are no practice nurses, this was reformulated as a hypothetical situation.
Data analysis
Initial examination of the shared variance between the 20 DAQ responses revealed a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling
adequacy of 0.73, demonstrating adequacy of the sample to provide stable factor solutions. Examination of individual measures of
sampling adequacy led to the exclusion of item 1 (adequacy level <0.5). PCA using scree plots and varimax rotation was performed on the
remaining 19 items. Examination of the scree plot indicated a three-factor solution. Items 4 and 12 exhibiting weak (<0.35) loadings only
and items 16 and 17 revealing complex loadings (two loadings > 0.35) were excluded. Scores on factors with negative loadings were
transformed by subtracting the actual score from 10. For interpretation purposes, components 2 and 3 were inversed so that a positive score
reflected what was considered as a positive attitude. Component scores were calculated for each FP as the average of the relevant items.
Overall and component-specific internal consistency was measured using Cronbach’s alpha.
For the associations between each of the three DAQ components and FP characteristics, both univariate and multivariate analyses were
carried out. Finally three multiple linear regression models were constructed, entering simultaneously sex of FP, age, training in mental
health and need for training. Each model was then run substituting training in mental health by each of the 5 types of training. Both
training in mental health and need for training were included in the models as there was no significant association between them. There
was no interactive effect of the two variables on any of the three attitudinal components. Number of years of practice was highly correlated
with age so was excluded from the analysis. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS
version 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).
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Results
Of the approximate 5000 FPs invited to participate in the focus groups, 10% accepted to participate. In all, 504 FPs from all regions of
France participated in 84 focus group discussions and 468 FPs completed the DAQ.
Socio-demographic characteristics of the FP sample
Of the sample, 78.1% were male and 21.9% female. Mean age was 49.9 years (SD 7.76) with 24.1% of FPs aged under 45 years. On
average FPs had been qualified for 22.9 years (SD 8.4).
Of the FPs reporting on past training, about two-thirds (307/452) declared having received some form of training in mental health; 235
(52%) a continuing medical education (CME) evening seminar, 159 (35.2%) a CME 2-day seminar, 68 (15%) personal training
(psychotherapy, psychoanalysis), 62 (13.7%) as a FP trainee in a psychiatric hospital and 25 (5.5%) belonged to a Balint group. 84% of
FPs declared a need for further training in mental health. In responses to an open question on the desired topic, the following areas were
given: psychotherapy (34.6%), depression, anxiety and mourning (16.4%), conducting an interview (10.7%) and prescribing psychotropic
medication (9.1%).
Responses to individual DAQ items
Mean scores for the 20 DAQ items, plotted on a 10 cm visual analogue scale with 95% confidence intervals, are shown in Figure 1 .
Ratings in three broad categories (agree, disagree, neutral) for the items are similar to those found in the Montpellier study and the
DAQ validation study for 14 of the 20 items. Ratings are significantly different from those in the Montpellier study for items 3, 6 and 20 (
Table 1 ).
Principal Components Analysis
A three-factor solution based on 15 of the 20 DAQ items (exclusion of items 1, 4, 12, 16, 17) was obtained by PCA, explaining 37.7 %
of the variance: Component 1 ‘professional ease’ (items 5, 9, 13, 14, 15, 19) (18.1% of the variance), Component 2 ‘origins of depression
and its amenability to change’ (items 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) (11%) and Component 3 ‘treatment of depression and benefit of antidepressant
medication’ (items 3, 18, 20) (8.6%). Internal consistency between individual items of each component were 0.65, 0.54 and 0.4 for the first,
second and third component respectively, and 0.47 for the 15 items.
Overall, FPs scored positively (mean score: 5.6, 95% CI: 5.4–5.7 ) on Component 1, suggesting they globally feel at ease recognising
and treating depressed patients, and find it rewarding. The mean score on Component 2 (6.2, 95 % CI: 6.1–6.4), suggests that FPs have a
positive view of depression (not induced by old age, poor stamina or deprivation) which is considered to be amenable to change.
Moreover, FPs believe medication is necessary to treat most depressed patients, with a positive view of antidepressants (mean score on
Component 3: 6.3, 95% CI: 6.2–6.5).
Attitudinal components according to FP characteristics
Significance status for the associations between the mental health training variables and the three attitudinal components did not differ
between the univariate and multivariate analyses. Training of some form in mental health is significantly associated with professional ease
(Component 1), when adjusting for sex, age and expressing the need for training in this area (Table 2 ). This association is significant for
all types of training, except CME evening courses. The mean score on Component 3 is significant higher among FPs trained in mental
health, for 2-day and evening CME training courses and hospital training but not for Balint group participation or personal training.

Discussion
Scores on DAQ items
Despite caution required in comparing DAQ findings between studies, our scores on the specific DAQ items are very close to those
found in the Montpellier study of 46 French FPs (unpublished data) (Table 1 ). The only significant differences are for items 3, 6 and 20
which may be explained by the different FP selection procedures: in the current national study FPs were invited to participate by
pharmaceutical laboratory representatives, which may have led to the selection of FPs most in favour of medication for treating depression.
In the regional Montpellier primary care study, FPs were randomly selected, with a 32 % response rate [27 ]. Neither sample can be
considered representative of French FPs.
Compared to the British DAQ validation study [14 ], there are only 6 items (3, 5, 6, 8, 19, 20) on which FPs seem to disagree (this is
established by comparing scores plotted on visual analogue scales as the data from the British DAQ study were not available). Differences
could be due to country differences in the organisation and delivery of primary care as well as to the timing of the studies, the DAQ
validation study having been carried out 15 years earlier than the current study. As opposed to the French FPs, the British FPs globally
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agree that most depressive disorders seen in general practice improve without medication (item 3). This fits with findings from the WHO
Mental Illness in General Health care study, where the overall prescription rate of tranquilizers and antidepressants was almost twice as
high in the Paris study centre compared to the Manchester centre (18.5% versus 10.5%) [35 ]. However results from elsewhere suggest that
the difference for antidepressant medication prescription alone would be much smaller [27 ,36 ]. Both British and French FPs agree with
the statement that antidepressants produce satisfactory results in general practice (item 18). However British FPs are more open to
psychotherapy as being a beneficial alternative to antidepressants (item 20). Contrary to the British FP sample, FPs in the current study
disagree with the statement that it is difficult to differentiate whether patients are presenting with unhappiness or a clinical depressive
disorder that needs treatment (item 5), suggesting greater ease at establishing a diagnosis of depression. Yet in the WHO study, FPs in the
Paris and Manchester samples identified respectively 61.5% and 69.9% of ICD-10 depression cases [37 ]. Disagreement on item 5 would
more likely be explained by the above-mentioned FP inclusion bias in the current study. Agreement with the statement that a practice
nurse could be a useful person to support depressed patients (item 12), suggests French FPs would be open to more shared-care in group
practices with paramedical staff as in the UK. At present, French FPs have little contact with mental health care teams and report
communication with psychiatrists to be particularly difficult [29 ,38 ], whilst it has been shown that FPs with access to collaborative care
with psychiatric services report greater knowledge, better skills and more comfort in managing psychiatric disorders [39 ].
Scores on DAQ components
Caution is needed in discussing the DAQ components as the measures of internal consistency of the scales are low, specifically for the
second and third component (Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.65, 0.54 and 0.4 for the first, second and third component, respectively). With
regard to Component 1, professional ease, FPs who had followed a training course in mental health, save evening seminars, belonged to a
Balint group or had undertaken personal training, scored higher, than those who had not. Although differences in mean scores are small,
these associations remained significant after adjusting for age and sex of FP and declared need for training in mental health. Evening
seminars are mostly given by pharmaceutical companies may not provide adequate training, whether in length or content, for helping FPs
feel at ease managing depressed patients [40 ]. Although FPs with more positive attitudes may select themselves for more intense forms of
training, our findings suggest that training in mental health helps FPs feel more at ease in dealing with depression. This fits with the
finding that Australian FPs who completed mental health training in the past 5 years felt less strain and stress in assisting their patients [5 ].
Comparisons between studies of components-specific as opposed to item-specific DAQ results is difficult as the number and types of
components differ (see above).
In so far as Component 3, the belief in the benefits of medication treatment for depression, can be considered as a reliable subscale,
FPs having trained in hospital psychiatry scored significantly higher on this subscale than others suggesting this type of training is
beneficial to FPs. However, this holds only for severe cases of depression on which antidepressant medication has shown to be efficacious.
Psychological interventions are recommended, with combined psychological therapy and antidepressant medication introduced in a
stepped-care approach, for the frequent cases of subthreshold or mild depression encountered in primary care [41 ]. However, the DAQ
does not take into account the severity of depression, or the concept of stepped-care and combined treatment. FPs participating in evening
or 2-day CME seminars also scored significantly higher on Component 3. Hospital training in psychiatry is not compulsory in France, the
only compulsory hospital placements being adult medicine, emergency medicine and gynaecology/paediatrics. To date, CME is
compulsory for French FPs, although not for any specific discipline [30 ]. A third of the study FPs had never received formal training in
mental health, and among those who had, 68% had only ever followed evening CME courses. Furthermore 80% of FPs stated they needed
training in the management of depressed patients. Our findings therefore highlight the importance of developing structured and
compulsory CME in mental health.
The recognition and treatment of depression is becoming an increasingly important part of the work of FPs throughout the world [42 ].
Our findings suggests training in mental health increases their ability to feel comfortable dealing with depression, which although not
shown so far [19 ] could also improve their ability at evaluating symptom severity and establishing accurate diagnoses. Despite its limits,
the DAQ is thus a practical and useful instrument for identifying FPs who may be in need of mental health training and can also be used as
a training evaluation tool to compare pre and post-intervention beliefs and attitudes. With respect to the type and content of training, FPs
need to be made aware of existing guidelines, although so far evidence suggests training FPs to follow guidelines does not improve
outcome [43 ,44 ]. Other types of interventions to improve FPs management of depression include ‘collaborative care’, an enhanced form of
consultation-liaison which includes a case manager to deliver care and liaise between GP specialist and patient [45 ]. Such models
implemented in the USA [46 ,47 ] and the UK [48 ,49 ] have shown to be effective in terms of symptoms remission [46 ,48 ,49 ], as well as
response to treatment and patient satisfaction with care for the RESPECT Care management model [46 ]. FPs experiencing this
management model report it to be beneficial in terms of care to their patients and an attractive care management option for them [50 ]. FPs
attitudes and behaviour about depression are also significantly modified by such experiences [47 ]. Obstacles to collaborative care are FPs
working in solo-practices, unfamiliar with the concept of collaboration, the lack or type of reimbursement scheme [51 ] and facing
competing demands [46 ]. Collaborative care has proven to be an effective and attractive care model for improving the management of
depression in primary care. However its implementation in other settings such as France is a long-term perspective as it will require
structural as well as cultural changes in the organisation and delivery of primary care.
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Study limitations
The main limitation of the study is that it was carried out in a volunteer sample of FPs recruited, with no specific inclusion or
exclusion criteria, by pharmaceutical company representatives. Not all FPs are willing to see pharmaceutical representatives, which
introduces bias into the sample recruitment with the selection of a subset probably more interested in mental health. As we have no
information on refusals, it is not possible to estimate the extent of the bias. Random recruitment of FPs for research studies yields poor
results, with participation rates rarely exceeding 40%, which may introduce as much bias as other FP recruitment methods [27 ,31 ,32 ]. We
compared the study sample with national figures for age and sex: male FPs are overrepresented in the study sample (76.9 % compared to
60.5% for France as a whole), and FPs are also older with 12.4% under 40, 31.2% aged 40–49 and 56.4% aged 50 years and above
compared to 17%, 32.8% and 50.3% respectively for France as a whole [33 ]. In the Montpellier FP sample, 56.5% of FPs were male, 30%
were aged under 40, 35% 40–49 and 35% 50 years and above.
Another important limitation is the reliability of the DAQ. Findings from studies using this measure are inconsistent, identifying three
([20 ]; the Montpellier study (unpublished)), four [5 ] and even five [23 ] attitudinal components, which challenges the validity of the
original four components [34 ]. Measures of validity have been reported in one study only [15 ], confirming our finding that the internal
consistency of the measure and its derived subscales as well as the variance explained by the factor structure are low, suggesting the DAQ
may be in need of revision.
The main strength of this study is that it was carried out in a large sample of FPs. The sampling means that the scores reported here
cannot be taken as representative of French FPs. On the other hand, the large sample makes internal comparisons of subgroups feasible.

Conclusion
This study is the first description of the beliefs and attitudes of French FPs to depression, using a validated self-report scale. Overall,
the study FPs had an optimistic attitude towards depression as being amenable to change with a positive view towards treatment with
antidepressant medication. Professional ease (component 1) and belief in the benefits of antidepressants (component 3), were both
significantly and positively associated with training, of different types, in mental health. This positive effect of mental health training has
seldom been shown before [5 ]. A more detailed study of the types, contents, and satisfaction with training, as well as other types of
interventions such as collaborative care, and their influence on daily practice and attitudes - using a more reliable and valid measure - is
now warranted, specifically given the reported need for training and support by a large majority of FPs.
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Figure 1
Mean scores presented with 95% confidence intervals on the DAQ items.
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Table 1
Main differences in DAQ item scores between the current study and (a) the Montpellier study (b) the DAQ validation study, and sets of components identified in each study
Current study (1)
DAQ
Item
3
Item
5
Item
6
Item
8
Item
19
Item
20

Validation study‡ [14 ]

Montpellier study (2) (unpublished data)

Summary score
-ve

mean (std)
3.41 (1.92)

Summary score
-ve

mean (std)
4.19 (2.00)

-ve

4.35 (2.44)

Neutral

4.61 (2.58)

-ve

3.92 (2.36)

Neutral

4.86 (2.34)

-ve

4.01 (2.40)

Neutral

4.55 (2.62)

+ve

-ve

4.66 (2.97)

Neutral

5.22 (3.23)

Neutral

Neutral

5.02 (2.32)

+ve

6.68 (2.42)

DAQ Components (items and loadings)

DAQ Components (items and loadings)

p (1/2)
**

Summary score
+ve

Neutral
*

***

Neutral

+ve

DAQ Components (items and loadings)

I-Preference for antidepressants over psychotherapy
I-Professional ease (9,15 +ve, 5,13,14,19 –ve)
I- Origins of depression and necessity of treatment (2,3,5,7,8,11,12 +ve)
II-Origins of depression and amenability to change (2,6,7,8,10,11 II- Positive attitude to psychotherapy and treatment of depression in general (4,7,16,18 +ve, 3,20 -ve
+ve)
practice (4,14,17,20 +ve, 1 –ve)
II-Professional unease (13,19 +ve, 9,15 -ve)
III- treatment of depression and benefit of antidepressant III-Professional burden (13,19 +ve, 9 –ve)
III-Inevitable course of depression(8,10,11,17 +ve)
medication (3,20 +ve, 18 -ve)
IV- Identification of depression (2,5,14 +ve)
Summary score:
-ve= mean score and 95% confidence interval lies between 0cm and 5cm reflecting disagreement
+ve= mean score and 95% confidence interval lies between 5cm and 10cm reflecting agreement
Neutral= the 95% confidence interval overlaps the middle boundary reflecting a neutral position
‡
mean scores and 95% CI were not available
p values:
*
<0.05,
**
<0.01,
***
<0.001
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Table 2
Relationship between mental health training and the 3 DAQ components: multivariate analysis.
Variables

N*

Component 1
Professional ease
Mean (SD) β (SE)**

Need for training

Training in MH

Component 2
Origins of depression and its amenability to change
p**

No 63 5.85 (1.75) ref
Yes 333 5.52 (1.45) −0.35 (0.20) 0.08

**

Component 3
Treatment of depression and benefit of antidepressant medication
**

p**

Mean (SD)

β (SE)

−0.05 (0.17)

0.75

6.61 (1.34)
6.32 (1.35)

−0.29 (0.18)

0.10

Mean (SD)

β (SE)

6.28 (1.32)
6.24 (1.22)

p**

No 134 5.14 (1.52) ref
Yes 262 5.79 (1.46) 0.62 (0.16)

6.23 (1.17)
<0.0001 6.25 (1.26)

0.02 (0.13)

0.89

6.17 (1.44)
6.48 (1.29)

0.30 (0.14)

0.032

2-day CME seminar

No 262 5.38 (1.48) ref
Yes 134 5.94 (1.49) 0.55 (0.15)

0.0004

6.20 (1.19)
6.33 (1.31)

ref
0.11 (0.13)

0.39

6.26 (1.38)
6.59 (1.25)

ref
0.33 (0.14)

0.019

Evening CME seminar

No 189 5.48 (1.53) ref
Yes 207 5.66 (1.45) 0.21 (0.15)

0.15

6.33 (1.23)
6.17 (1.23)

ref
−0.15 (0.12)

0.23

6.26 (1.35)
6.52 (1.31)

ref
0.31 (0.13)

0.019

Hospital psychiatry

No 340 5.45 (1.47) ref
Yes 56 6.30 (1.40) 0.82 (0.21)

6.21 (1.25)
<0.0001 6.44 (1.11)

ref
0.23 (0.18)

0.19

6.34 (1.34)
6.74 (1.21)

ref
0.40 (0.19)

0.034

Balint Group

No 376 5.38 (1.43) ref
Yes 20 6.63 (1.39) 1.33 (0.32)

6.19 (1.22)
<0.0001 6.52 (1.24)

ref
−0.25 (0.28)

0.37

6.38 (1.34)
6.50 (1.34)

ref
−0.08 (0.30)

0.79

Personal training

No 335 5.50 (1.46) ref
Yes 61 6.87 (1.48) 1.21 (0.19)

6.26 (1.23)
<0.0001 5.94 (1.06)

ref
0.32 (0.17)

0.06

6.40 (1.34)
6.25 (1.27)

ref
0.02 (0.18)

0.91

Types of training:

*

numbers vary slightly for each component. They are presented for component 2 which has the most missing values.
**
adjusted for age of FP, sex and need for training in mental health or training received in MH
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